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SECTON 1:   
Describe the proposed rule, including a brief history of the issue, and explain why 
the proposed rule is needed. 
The Prescription Monitoring Program (PMP) was operationalized in Washington state in 2011. 
Laws related to the PMP are codified in chapter 70.225 RCW. The aim of the PMP is to improve 
patient care and stop prescription drug misuse by collecting dispensing records of Schedule II-V 
drugs and making those records available to medical providers and pharmacists as a patient care 
tool. As more medical providers have integrated their electronic health records (EHR) systems 
with the PMP, the Department of Health (department) has seen a jump in the use of the PMP as 
integration allows a provider to easily and quickly check the PMP without having to leave a 
patient’s chart.   
 
In the 2019 legislative session, Substitute Senate Bill (SSB) 5380 (chapter 314, Laws of 2019) 
passed, which includes requirements in section 22(2)(a) for integration with the PMP. These 
requirements are codified in RCW 70.225.090(2)(a) and mandate that a facility, entity, office, or 
provider group with ten or more prescribers, that is not a critical access hospital, and uses a 
federally certified EHR, to fully integrate their EHR with the PMP through a method approved 
by the department.  
 
The proposed rule is needed in order to meet the department’s requirements per SSB 5380, 
section 22(2)(b), codified as RCW 70.225.090(2)(b). This section states the department must 
develop a waiver process for the integration requirements outlined in RCW 70.225.090(2)(a) due 
to economic hardship, technological limitations that are not reasonably in the control of the 
facility, entity, office, or provider group, or other exceptional circumstance demonstrated by the 
facility, entity, office, or provider group. 
 
The proposed rules create a waiver for a facility, entity, office, or provider group and outlines 
what constitutes an economic hardship, technological limitations that are not reasonably in the 
control of the facility, entity, office, or provider group, or other exceptional circumstance. The 
rule also outlines the number of waivers a facility, entity, office, or provider group may receive 
with the goal of giving these groups more time to comply with the integration mandate while still 
ensuring that as many as possible will be able to overcome the hardships and integrate with the 
PMP. 
 
If a facility, entity, office, or provider group has an economic hardship, technological limitations 
or other exceptional circumstance, they may attest that they have an economic hardship, 
technological limitation, or other exceptional circumstance that inhibits their ability to integrate 
their EHR with the PMP. This attestation will grant them a one-year waiver from the integration 
requirement.  
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SECTION 2: 
Is a Significant Analysis required for this rule? 
The proposed rules require a significant analysis as described in RCW 34.05.328(5)(c)(iii)(C) 
because they adopt a new policy or regulatory program. 
 

 
 
SECTION 3: 
Clearly state in detail the general goals and specific objectives of the statute that 
the rule implements. 
RCW 70.225.090(2)(b) directs the department to develop a waiver process for the integration 
requirements in RCW 70.225.090(2)(a) and clearly states that waivers may be issued due to 
economic hardship, technological limitations that are not reasonably in the control of the facility, 
entity, office, or provider group, or other exceptional circumstance demonstrated by the facility, 
entity, office, or provider group. 
 
The rule outlines the process a facility, entity, office, or provider group must follow in order to 
attest to the need for a waiver and clarifies what constitutes an economic hardship, technological 
limitation, or exception circumstance. 
 

 
 
SECTION 4: 
Explain how the department determined that the rule is needed to achieve these 
general goals and specific objectives.  Analyze alternatives to rulemaking and the 
consequences of not adopting the rule. 
SSB 5380, section 22, requires a facility, entity, office, or provider group with ten or more 
providers, that is not a critical access hospital, and uses a federally certified EHR, to fully 
integrate their EHR with the PMP through a method approved by the department. The law also 
provides for exceptions to this mandate and directs the department to create a waiver for those 
who cannot comply with the mandate due to economic hardship, technological limitation, or 
exception circumstance, and grants rulemaking authority to do so.  
 
In researching similar PMP integration laws in other states the department discovered that there 
are no similar integration mandate laws in other states. The department determined that there are 
states with e-prescribing mandates that have waiver criteria similar to that of the PMP integration 
mandate (economic hardship, technological limitation, or exception circumstance). Based on the 
waiver criteria similarities the department determined that these e-prescribing laws could serve 
as a template for the PMP integration waiver rules.  
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The department researched similar e-prescribing laws in other states as the waiver requirements 
in these other laws were similar to the PMP integration law. The department gathered data on 
how states implemented their e-prescribing law, the number of waivers they received, and the 
technical assistance provided to interested parties.  
 
The primary alternative to rulemaking considered was not doing rulemaking and relying 
exclusively on the text of the legislation. Several states with similar e-prescribing laws 
implemented their state law without any additional regulatory work. In these states, application 
numbers and requests for technical assistance were extremely high. Estimating that Washington 
would see a similar number of waiver requests and requests for technical assistance, the 
department determined this would not be the most efficient or cost-effective way to implement 
this legislative change. Furthermore, in discussions with staff and interested parties, it became 
clear that the three exemptions listed in the law (economic hardship, technological limitations, or 
other exceptional circumstances) needed to be clarified through rulemaking.  

The resulting proposed rules implement the requirements of the bill by creating a waiver and 
outlining what qualifies as an economic hardship, technological limitation, or exceptional 
circumstance without requiring cumbersome documentation. 

If the proposed rule is not adopted those seeking a waiver will not have a clear process to follow 
as the waiver criteria isn’t clearly defined in statute and there will be confusion on how to 
receive a waiver from the department for the PMP integration requirement.  
 
 

 
 
SECTION 5: 
Explain how the department determined that the probable benefits of the rule are 
greater than the probable costs, taking into account both the qualitative and 
quantitative benefits and costs and the specific directives of the statute being 
implemented. 
 
The proposed rules establish the process by which a facility, entity, office, or provider group may 
attest to having an economic hardship, technological limitation, or exceptional circumstance in 
order to have the PMP integration requirement waived. Waiver attestations will give a facility, 
entity, office, or provider group a simple, streamlined process to follow in order to have the PMP 
integration mandate waived.  
 
The proposed rules also outline how many waivers will be granted and the length of time a 
waiver is granted for. This will give a facility, entity, office, or provider group clear direction on 
how long a waiver is in effect for and how long they have before they must meet the PMP 
integration mandate. 
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Additionally, the proposed rules clarify what constitutes an economic hardship, technological 
limitation, or exception circumstance. This will make the attestation simpler for a facility, entity, 
office, or provider group as it clearly lays out the waiver criteria so they may quickly review 
what options they have to request a waiver and determine if they meet any of those criteria. 
 
This clarified, streamlined system will also make the process simpler and more cost-effective for 
the department as well.  
 
Costs:  The proposed rule creates little additional cost to a facility, entity, office, or provider 
group seeking to submit a waiver for the PMP integration requirement. Any costs would be 
related to the amount of time a staff member must spend completing a form and submitting it to 
the department attesting that they meet one or more of the waiver criteria. The department 
estimates this would take no more than 30 minutes per year to complete and could be done by 
any member of staff.  The department assumes that an office manager would be the staff person 
to complete the form and, based on average salaries in Washington, clinic office managers make 
about $21 an hour.  For 30 minutes of work on an annual basis, the department calculates the 
cost to a facility, entity, office, or provider group to be $10.50 annually. 
 
Benefits: The proposed rule creates a streamlined and simple system for a facility, entity, office, 
or provider group seeking to submit a waiver for the PMP integration requirement. This also 
benefits the department as a streamlined system will make the process simpler and more cost-
effective for the department. 
 
The probable benefits of approving the polices in this proposed rule outweigh any probably costs 
which, both in terms of staff time and cost, are minimal both for a facility, entity, office, or 
provider group and the department. 
 

 

 
SECTION 6: 
Identify alternative versions of the rule that were considered and explain how the 
department determined that the rule being adopted is the least burdensome 
alternative for those required to comply with it that will achieve the general goals 
and specific objectives state previously. 
 
The department considered several alternatives including not engaging in rulemaking. The 
department researched other states with similar laws and gathered information on how those 
states implemented the law and outcomes, such as requests for technical assistance and number 
of waiver requests received. Two different models from other states were discovered; several 
states did no additional regulatory work after the legislation was passed, and one state did 
significant regulatory work to implement their legislation. 
The states that did no additional regulatory work saw extremely high numbers of waiver requests 
and requests for technical assistance. Staff in these states reported spending significant amounts 
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of time on reviewing waivers and providing technical assistance. Assuming Washington state 
would see a similar volume of requests, it was determined this was not the most effective or cost-
efficient way to move forward. Further, in discussions with interested parties the department 
found that the waiver categories provided in the legislation needed additional clarification. It was 
determined that rules would be needed in order to make the waivers easier to understand and 
access for our licensees. 
The department also considered the more prescriptive model from Iowa, a state that did create 
rules after passing similar legislation. The Iowa model was very prescriptive and required a 
detailed application including documentation. For example, a practitioner seeking an economic 
hardship waiver would need to complete the waiver application as well as provide tax documents 
and other information to prove the need for a waiver. The department presented this model to 
interested parties at our first workshop in January 2020. While certain elements were praised, 
overall, this model was deemed too prescriptive and burdensome. Interested parties felt this 
model would be problematic for those who needed access to the waiver and would put a great 
deal of work on department staff which could result in long delays between applying for a waiver 
and receiving said waiver. 
The final proposed rules were drafted with feedback from interested parties to create a waiver 
process that provides necessary guidance to those that the PMP integration mandate applies to, 
allows for relatively easy compliance, and results in immediate access to a waiver when one is 
requested. 
 

 

 
SECTION 7: 
Determine that the rule does not require those to whom it applies to take an 
action that violates requirements of another federal or state law.   
 
The department reviewed related state and federal laws to ensure nothing in this proposal 
requires a facility, entity, office, or provider group to violate other state or federal requirements. 
 

 
 
SECTION 8: 
Determine that the rule does not impose more stringent performance 
requirements on private entities than on public entities unless required to do so 
by federal or state law. 
 
The proposed rule requires all entities to comply with the law, public or private, and creates the 
same waiver process for all providers. 
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SECTION 9: 
Determine if the rule differs from any federal regulation or statute applicable to 
the same activity or subject matter and, if so, determine that the difference is 
justified by an explicit state statute or by substantial evidence that the difference 
is necessary. 
 
The proposed rule does not differ from any federal regulation or statute. 
 

 
 
SECTION 10: 
Demonstrate that the rule has been coordinated, to the maximum extent 
practicable, with other federal, state, and local laws applicable to the same 
activity or subject matter. 
 
This rule has been reviewed to ensure it is coordinated with and does not conflict with any other 
federal, state, or local law. 


